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Telomeres are sensitive to damage induced by oxidative stress, and thus it is
expected that dietary antioxidants may support the maintenance of telomere
length in animals, particularly those with a fast rate of life (e.g. fast metabolism,
activity and growth). We tested experimentally the effect of antioxidant supplements on telomere length during early development in wild gull chicks
with natural individual variations in behaviour pattern and growth rate.
Proactive chicks had shorter telomeres than reactive chicks, but the penalty
for the bold behaviour pattern was reduced by antioxidant supplementation.
Chicks growing faster had longer telomeres during early growth, suggesting
that inherited quality supports a fast life history.
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Conditions during early life can have profound fitness consequences via several
physiological and genetic mechanisms, one of which involves telomere dynamics
[1]. Telomeres are DNA and protein complexes that protect eukaryote chromosome
ends from fusion and degradation, and they are subject to shortening at each cycle
of cell division. Recent studies have shown links between stress exposure in early
life and telomere length [2,3]. However, behavioural strategies to cope with
environmental challenges often vary between individuals [4], and this variation
is also associated with metabolic and life-history traits [5]. Therefore, the level of
early life stress may differ among individuals according to their behaviour and
life-history trajectories, resulting in links between lifestyle and telomere length [6].
Telomeres are particularly sensitive to damage induced by oxidative stress [7,8],
and thus it is expected that antioxidants may support the maintenance of telomere
length during development by alleviating the oxidative costs of growth [9]. Some
correlational studies have shown that consumption of dietary antioxidants is associated with longer telomere length in humans [10,11]. However, whether exogenous
antioxidants can help maintain telomere length in wild animals in relation to their
behavioural pattern or life history is an unexplored question.
Our aims in this study were to examine the relationships of telomere length to
behavioural pattern and growth rate and to test experimentally the effect of antioxidant supplementation on telomere length during early development in wild gull
chicks. We evaluated the tonic immobility (TI) response of chicks as a proxy for the
bold–fearful behavioural axis [12]. TI is an innate paralysis response, and a long
duration of TI is considered an indication of fearfulness and reactive behaviour
in birds [12]. Boldness/fearfulness is a principal component of animal personality
that has coevolved with a suite of physiology and life-history particularities related
to the rate of life [5]. We predict that supplementation of dietary antioxidants (vitamins C and E) will influence the maintenance of telomere length particularly in
chicks with bold behaviour or fast growth, because these phenotypes are linked
with accelerated metabolism [13].

2. Material and methods
We performed the field experiment from April to June 2010 at a colony of yellowlegged gulls (Larus michahellis) in Sálvora Island, Spain (428280 N, 098000 W). We
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Among 280 hatchlings, 221 survived until age 7 days, but all
parameters used in this study (i.e. TI, growth rate and telomere length) were measured only in 212 chicks (electronic
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Figure 1. Telomere length (mean + s.e.) of gull chicks (n ¼ 212) at age
7 days according to the experimental treatment and TI level. Closed circles
represent proactive, bold chicks and open circles reactive, fearful chicks.
supplementary material, table S1). TI of 2-day-old chicks
was not affected by vitamin supplement, sex, hatching date,
hatching order or egg volume ( p . 0.09), and all two-way
interactions between experimental treatment and other fixed
effects were not significant ( p . 0.12). Chicks hatching earlier
in the season grew faster than late chicks during the first
week of life (F1,202 ¼ 20.91, p , 0.001), but chick growth rate
was not affected by other factors, covariates and interactions
( p . 0.09). Vitamin supplementation had no effect on telomere length by itself ( p ¼ 0.763), but there was a significant
interacting effect of vitamin supplement and TI level on telomere length of chicks at age 7 days (F1,206 ¼ 4.41, p ¼ 0.037,
figure 1). In the non-supplement group, bold chicks had
shorter telomeres than fearful chicks ( p ¼ 0.004), but this
difference did not appear in vitamin-supplemented chicks
( p ¼ 0.941). Telomere length was positively correlated with
chick growth irrespective of vitamin supplement treatment
(r ¼ 0.16, F1,206 ¼ 5.33, p ¼ 0.022). In addition, males had
longer telomeres than females (male T/S ratio: 1.83 + 0.07,
female T/S ratio: 1.64 + 0.07; F1,206 ¼ 3.94, p ¼ 0.048), but
other effects were not significant ( p . 0.28).

4. Discussion
Our results indicate that proactive chicks had shorter telomeres than reactive chicks, but this penalty for bold
temperament was reduced by a dietary supplement of antioxidants. Between-individual differences in personality-related
behavioural traits covary with life-history and physiological
differences at the within-population level [5]. In general,
bold personality is correlated with a fast lifestyle that involves
fast metabolism [5,13], and thus antioxidants may be a limiting
resource particularly for proactive individuals. Probably for
this reason, vitamin supplementation benefited proactive
chicks by reducing oxidative damage to telomeres, whereas
antioxidants obtained from food were sufficient to maintain
homeostasis in reactive chicks. The overall effect of vitamin
supplementation on telomere length was not significant,
suggesting that the protective effects of antioxidants against
telomere loss cannot be generalized.
Our finding that there is a positive relationship between
telomere length and growth rate was opposite to our prediction that fast growth will lead to reduced telomere length [1].
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used 108 nests containing a clutch of three eggs with known
laying date, order and size. Nests were randomly assigned to
either a non-supplement (n ¼ 52 nests) or a vitamin supplement
group (n ¼ 56 nests). We cross-fostered all three eggs 1 day after
clutch completion within a group of four nests in which the
second and third eggs were laid on the same days. In this way,
all three eggs from the same original nest were incubated (then
the hatchlings were raised) in three different foster nests other
than the original nest, but conserving the expected chick order
(for details, see [14]). By cross-fostering, any possible natural covariation between parental effects and telomere length were
disrupted. All hatchlings were individually identified by using
a leg flag.
Chicks assigned to the experimental group received daily a
suspension of vitamins C and E (Lohmann Animal Health
GmbH & Co. KG, Germany), beginning on the day of hatching
(day 0) until age 7 days. From a suspension of 10 mg vitamin E
and 6 mg vitamin C mixed in 100 ml water, each chick daily
received 0.6 ml on days 0 – 3 and 1 ml on days 4 – 7 via oral
administration with a syringe (i.e. approx. 20% the estimated
natural daily intake [14]). The control group received the same
amount of water without vitamins C and E.
Chicks were weighed on days 0 and 7 and growth rate was calculated as [ln(weight on day 7) 2 ln(weight on day 0)]/7 days.
Chick response to manual restraint (TI, [12]) was tested on day 2
as a measure of boldness [5]. TI was tested by following a previously published protocol adjusted to gull chicks [15]. Each
chick was placed in a concave container, covered with a textile
and restrained for approximately 15 s. After removing the textile,
the time until the chick righted itself was measured up to 180 s.
A blood sample was collected from the brachial vein of each
chick on days 0 and 7, using a sterile needle and heparinized capillary tubes. Centrifuged red blood cells from hatchlings were mixed
with alcohol and used for molecular sexing [16], and those from
day 7 were stored at 2808C to determine telomere length.
Telomere length was measured in DNA from red blood cells
using quantitative PCR [17] (electronic supplementary material).
We used glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) as
the reference gene, with primer sequences designed from the
GAPDH gene intron (electronic supplementary material, figure S1).
Samples were analysed in duplicate, and T/S ratios (telomere
repeat copy number/single gene copy number) were calculated,
controlling for plate efficiency (electronic supplementary material).
The effects of vitamin supplementation were analysed using
linear mixed-effect models (LMM) and generalized linear mixed
models (GLMM). As TI followed a bimodal distribution, we categorized this variable in two values by using the median (12.38 s)
as cut-off point. Thus, we analysed TI using a GLMM with a binomial distribution and logit link. Growth rate and telomere length in
the first week of life were analysed using LMMs. Identities of crossfoster group [14] and original and foster nests (nested within the
cross-foster group) were included as random effects. Experimental
treatment, chick sex, hatching date, egg volume and laying order
were included as fixed effects. Growth rate was also included as
an additional fixed effect in the model of telomere length. Twoway interactions of interest were also included in the models.
Non-significant fixed effects were dropped sequentially from the
full model by using deletion tests. Then, the final model was fitted
to obtain estimates and significance levels of the remaining fixed
effects. The p-values of non-significant terms were determined
based on model comparisons with the final model.
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damage owing to consistent early lifestyle associated with
bold behaviours. Exogenous antioxidants may also be involved
in the expression of developmental phenotypes through the
regulation of endocrine signals and endogenous antioxidant
systems [14]. Telomere length at the beginning of life is an
important predictor of fitness-related traits, but telomere attrition is also greatest during this period when growth is still
occurring [20]. Therefore, the availability of dietary antioxidants
during early life should have long-term consequences by
protecting telomeres in fast-living individuals.
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In agreement with this prediction, a recent study of captive
zebra finches demonstrated that telomere length was negatively correlated with their body mass at the end of the
growth period [18]. Life-history trajectories often have
delayed effects on physiological condition [19], whereas the
effects of behaviour patterns can appear more immediately.
We measured telomere length in gull chicks only during
the early stage of growth, but the direct effect of fast
growth on telomere length through increased cell division
rate or the indirect effect through accelerated metabolism
may appear beyond this period. On the other hand, individuals with strong capacity to cope with oxidative stress may
support a fast lifestyle, giving rise to a positive relationship
between telomere length and growth rate. It is also possible
that chicks’ developmental conditions independently influenced their telomere length and growth. Indeed, a recent
study on a wild bird showed that chicks under stressful conditions grew more slowly and lost more telomere repeats [2].
Interestingly, our study also indicates that telomere length
differed between sexes, suggesting that sex-specific mechanisms may govern life-history trajectories in a very early
stage of life (see also [18]).
In conclusion, our results show that dietary antioxidants
can help the maintenance of telomere length during early
life in individuals that probably suffer greater telomere

